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Abstract 

Following a major seismic event, multiple components within a water distribution system can undergo different levels 

of damage or inoperability, causing significant disruption to the water supply. Repair scheduling plays an important role 

in restoring the functionality of water distribution systems in a timely manner. To this end, this study formulates the 

post-earthquake hydraulic restoration process of a water distribution system as a Markov Decision Process, and 

implements deep reinforcement learning to determine the optimal repair policy. The proposed framework incorporates a 

simulation-based environment (pipeline damage and hydraulic serviceability) and implements the Deep Q Network and 

Deep Actor Critic reinforcement learning agents. Simulation-based test results on a wide range of damage cases show 

that the deep reinforcement learning agents outperform the basic random assignment policy by reducing the time to 

restore hydraulic serviceability within the water distribution network. As one of the first applications of the deep 

reinforcement learning methodology to optimize post-earthquake restoration of water distribution systems, this study 

demonstrates its capability to guide decision-making and enhance the resilience of critical infrastructure. 

Keywords: water distribution system; deep reinforcement learning; post-earthquake restoration; resilience 
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1. Introduction 

Water distribution networks (WN) have been identified as one of several critical infrastructure systems (CIS) 

[1]. Following a major seismic event, the physical damage to a water distribution network can cause 

significant disruption to its core functions (e.g. delivering water to residential commercial and industrial 

facilities), resulting in adverse socioeconomic impacts to the affected population [2–4]. The growing societal 

expectations towards infrastructure resilience urges for better post-hazard-event restoration policies [5]. 

Therefore, developing reliable frameworks and tools to support optimal decision making for the post-

earthquake recovery of water distribution systems is one of the critical steps towards enhancing 

infrastructure resilience.  

The post-earthquake recovery of CIS usually involves several tasks: inspection, damage assessment 

and repair. The repair task usually takes the longest duration and requires significant allocation of resources 

[6]. In the literature, the repair scheduling problem for CIS typically takes on one of two formulations. The 

first utilizes linear programming, whereby the flow operation equations are embedded within the 

optimization constraints and an approximate objective function is usually adopted [6, 7]. Another approach is 

to formulate the repair scheduling as a Markov decision process (MDP), which is a general framework for 

sequential decision making problems. Numerous studies have demonstrated the suitability of MDP for 

modeling infrastructure decision making problems and the capability of dynamic programming/ 

reinforcement learning methods to achieve a solution [5, 8–10]. However, the classical dynamic 

programming/reinforcement learning methods often suffer from the curse of dimensionality [8, 11, 12].  

Recently, the classical reinforcement learning methods achieved significant breakthrough after being 

combined with deep learning methods, which is described as deep reinforcement learning (DRL). The DRL 

methodology has accelerated the progress of reinforcement learning agents in large-scale complex decision 

making problems, e.g., the games of Go [13] and StarCraft II [14]. Current applications of DRL in civil 

engineering are mostly on the maintenance and operation management of infrastructure systems [15, 16]. 

This study serves as one of the initial attempts to apply the DRL methodology to the post-earthquake 

restoration of water distribution systems.  

2. Review of the Markov Decision Process and Reinforcement Learning Methodology 

2.1 Markov decision process 

The Markov decision process (MDP) is a mathematical framework that is used to represent a random process 

where a decision maker (agent) interacts with an environment at finite time steps 0,1,2 ,t n=  [11]. The 

finite MDP is characterized by following elements:  is the finite set of states;  is the finite set of actions; 

 : 0,1  →  is the state transition matrix with each entry 1( | ,  )t t tP s s s s a a+ = = =  defining the 

probability of transitioning from s  to 's after taking action a;  is the reward function, 

( ) 1, [ | , ]t t tr s a E r s s a a+= = =  represents the expected reward received after taking action a  at state s, which 

can be stochastic or deterministic;   is the discount factor for controlling the decay of importance for future 

rewards. At each time step t, the agent observes the current state ts , takes action ta , receives a reward 

1  tr + from the environment, which then transitions to next state 1ts + . The process from an initial to a terminal 

state is called an episode. 

In the MDP, the goal is to learn the policy  , which maps states to a probabilistic distribution over the 

actions: ( | )a s denotes the probability of choosing action a  at state s. Defining the return function 

1

0

T t
k

t t k

k

G r
−

+ +

=

=  as the total discounted reward from time step t  to the time step T at the terminal state, the 

goal of the agent is to maximize the expected return [11]: 
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The other core component of the MDP is the value function. Specifically, the state value function 

( )V s is defined as the expected return starting from state s  and following   onwards: 

( ) [ | ]t tV s E G s s
= =  (2) 

Similarly, the state-action value function ( ),Q s a  is the expected return after executing action a  at 

state s  and following  : 

( ), [ | ,   ]t t tQ s a E G s s a a
= = =  (3) 

2.2 Reinforcement learning  

The value functions have a recursive property stated by the Bellman equation [11, 17]: 

( ) ( )1 1[ | ]t t tV s E r V s s s 
 + += + =  (4) 

When the dynamic model of the MDP is known, i.e., the transition matrix  and reward function  

are explicitly determined, then it can be solved by dynamic programming. When the properties ( , ) are 

unavailable, the solution needs to be obtained by letting the agent learn from interacting with the 

environment, often referred to as model-free reinforcement learning. There are two general paradigms: 

value-based methods and policy-based methods.  

The value-based methods focus on estimating the value functions introduced in Eqs. 2 and 3. Common 

methods for estimating value functions include Monte Carlo (MC) and Temporal Difference (TD) methods. 

The key idea behind the MC method is using the empirical return to approximate the expected return [9, 11]: 

( ) , ,

1

1
,   | ,  ˆ

MC

i i i

N

t i t i t

MC i

Q s a G s s a a
N



=

  = =   (5) 

where MCN  is the number of generated episodes, it  is the time step in the thi episode when , ,,
i ii t i ts s a a= =  

occurs for the first time, 
it

G  is the return starting from , , )( ,
i ii t i ts a . The policy is then updated immediately 

based on the current estimate of the state-action value. High variance is associated with the MC estimate 

[12]. TD methods do not generate samples of complete episodes, instead, the estimate ( )ˆ ,t tQ s a  is updated 

towards the “target” Q value  

( ) ( )1 1m ˆˆ , ax ,t t t t
a

y r s a Q s a


+ += +   (6) 

which can be constructed immediately after executing ~ta  , thus ( ),ˆˆ  t ty Q s a = −  is called the TD error. 

The update is given by 

( ) ( ),     ˆ ,  ˆ
t t t tQ s a Q s a   +  (7) 

where α denotes the step size. Eq. 6 and 7 are essentially the value function update steps in the Q-learning 

algorithm [18]. The TD method embeds less variance, but high bias is introduced by bootstrapping, which is 

likely to cause instability in the learning process [12].  

In contrast to the value-based methods like Q-learning, the policy-based methods express the policy 

explicitly as a parametric distribution ( | )a s , and the agent takes actions by sampling from ( | )a s . The 

objective can be expressed as a function of  [19]: 

( )  0J E G


 =  (8) 

Taking the derivative with respect to   produces the policy gradient [19]: 
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( ) ( ) ( )log | ,J E a s Q s a




      = 

 
 (9) 

Then   is updated through:  

( ) ( )log | ,a s Q s a
     +   (10) 

Policy-based methods have better convergence properties as the policy is parameterized. However, 

high variance is imposed [12], as the value needs to be estimated by the MC methods discussed earlier.  

2.3 Deep reinforcement learning 

The Q-learning algorithm and many other classical reinforcement learning methods need to store the value 

for all possible state-action pairs in a tabular form. Hence, the storage requirement grows exponentially with 

the expansion of the state and action spaces. Minh et al. [20] introduced the Deep Q Network (DQN) 

algorithm, which is a benchmark for embedding deep neural networks as function approximators for the 

reinforcement learning agents. Fig. 1 shows the schematic structure for the DQN model, where the solid lines 

represents the interaction process, and the dashed lines represent the learning process. The DQN improves 

upon the Q-learning method in the following main aspects:  

1. Using deep neural networks to approximate the Q function: a Q network is used to approximate the 

Q value ( ), Q s a  that guides the selection of actions, while a target Q network ( )', 'Q s a
 −  is used to 

approximately construct the “target” Q value for learning [12, 20]: 

( ) ( )mˆ ,  arg ax  ,
a

y r s a Q s a


 −



+ =  (11) 

The deep neural network enables processing high dimensional states such as the raw pixels of video 

games, and outputs the values ( ), Q s a  for all available actions a  at state s  via a forward pass, as shown in 

Fig. 1. Moreover,only the parameters of the neural networks need to be saved and updated. The parameters 

 −  of the target network are usually inherited from the Q network at delayed steps, which provides a more 

stable target. 

2. Experience replay: a replay memory buffer, as shown in Fig. 1, is used to store past transitions 

( ), , , 's a r s  with storage capacity N, i.e., new transitions are taken in and old transitions are expelled. At each 

learning step, the agent randomly samples a mini-batch, ( ) ', , ,i i i iB s a r s= , from the replay memory buffer 

and updates   through stochastic gradient descent on the loss function [20]: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2 ' ' 2

1 1

1 1
,    γ argmax  , ,   

K K

i i i i i i i i
ai i

L y Q s a r Q s a Q s a
K K

 
 −

= =

 
= − = + − 

 
   (12) 

where K  denotes the batch size. This modification reduces the correlation of samples used for computing 

the TD error, thus reducing the bias in the update. 

The Deep Actor Critic (DAC) establishes a trading-off between the bias introduced in the value-based 

methods and the variance in policy-based methods [12, 21]. The model consists of the two main components 

shown in Fig. 2: an actor network that approximates the policy function ( | )
a

a s and takes action by 

sampling from the policy; a critic network that approximates the value function ( )
c

V s  and evaluates the 

advantage of the action taken by the actor. The actor is updated through the policy gradient with respect to 

a : 

( ) ( )log | , a

a aa a a a s A s a

     +   (13) 

where ( ) ( ) ( ), ,a a aA s a Q s a V s    
= −  is the advantage function, which measures the advantage of taking 

action a with respect to the average value of state s. Note that the advantage function can be estimated by 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ , , a aa

c c
A s a r s a V s V s   

  = + − , where ( )a

c
V s

  and ( )a

c
V s


  are both estimates by the critic, as 

shown in Fig. 2. 

The critic is updated through the gradient of the squared TD error with respect to c : 

( )      
c cc c c V s     +   

 

(14) 

 

 

Fig. 1 – Schematic representation of the Deep Q Network 

 

 

Fig. 2  – Schematic representation of the Deep Actor Critic 
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3. Problem Formulation and Model Implementation 

3.1 Problem formulation  

Following an earthquake scenario, multiple components in a water distribution network can undergo 

different levels of damage. The focus of this paper is on the damage to (and repair of) the pipelines in a water 

distribution network. More specifically, a system with N  junctions and L  pipelines is considered. In the 

formulation, 0,1,2 ,t n=   denotes the time steps of the Markov Decision Process, and 0t   is the real time 

points (in days) following an earthquake. The goal is to find the repair scheduling policy that minimizes the 

cumulative loss of serviceability from the time immediately after the earthquake ( 0t ) to when the system  

recovers to full functionality ( endt ), as shown in Fig. 3. In this paper, the System Serviceability Index (SSI) 

(ratio between the actual water supply to a junction to the expected demand) is adopted as the resilience 

metric. For the entire system, the SSI at time t  is determined by [4]: 

( )
( )

( )

,1 1

N L

i ji j

N

ii

q t
SSI t

d t

= =
=
 


 (15) 

where ( ),i jq t  is the actual flow of water from pipe j  into junction i , ( )id t  is the expected demand of 

junction i. The objective for the repair schedule can be expressed equivalently as maximizing the area under 

the restoration curve (shaded area shown in Fig. 3) [22]: 

( )
0

endt

t
SSI t dt  (16) 

 

Fig. 3 – Schematic representation of a restoration curve for the system serviceability index 

In this paper, two damage states are considered: 0DS  (Undamaged) and 1DS  (Major Leak) [4]. The 

MDP framework is adapted to model the restoration process of the water network as follows: 

• State:  1 2,  ,  , t t t tLs s s s=  , where  0,1 tjs  , 0 corresponds to 0DS  and 1 corresponds to 1DS  

• Action:  1 2,  , , t t t tKa a a a=  , where K  denotes the number of available repair crews,  1,2,  , tja L   

determines the corresponding pipe to be repaired. 

• Reward: ( ) ( ) ( )1 , ,t t t t t tr s a SSI s a T a+ =  , where ( ),t tSSI s a  is the SSI  after executing action ta  at 

state ts  (obtained from hydraulic simulation), and ( )tT a  denotes the duration of the repair action ta . 

In this formulation, only two damage states are considered and the time needed to repair a pipeline 

from 1DS  to 0DS  is assumed to be the same for all teams.  In future studies, this formulation can be 

modified to incorporate stochastic repair duration and multiple damage states.  

The agent interacts with the environment in the following episodic process:  
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1. Episode start: the water distribution network is reset to the state 0s , which represents the initial 

damage case;  

2. At each time step of the episode: 

• The agent observes the water system state ts  and decides the next repair action ta ;  

• The environment receives the repair action ta , repairs the corresponding pipe, transitions to the 

next state 1ts +  and obtains the ( ),t tSSI s a  through hydraulic simulation, which is then transformed 

and passed to the agent as the reward 1tr + ;  

• The agent learns and updates its policy. 

3. Episode terminates: all the pipes are repaired and the serviceability is fully restored (100%). 

3.2 Model implementation 

In this study, the water distribution system model is constructed using the Python-based Water Network Tool 

for Resilience (WNTR) package [23]. The damage state 1DS  (Major Leak) is realized by creating a leak area 

with a diameter that is 90% of the pipe diameter [4]. The water network environment, “WaterNet-v0”, is 

implemented as a subclass of the OpenAI gym environments [24], which is a platform for developing and 

testing reinforcement learning models. The DRL models discussed in section 2.3 are implemented in Python 

using the TensorFlow framework [25]. The model structures are implemented as follows: 

Actor network: 

• Hidden layer 1: fully-connected layer with 128 units and leaky rectified linear unit activation 

• Hidden layer 2: fully-connected layer with 128 units and leaky rectified linear unit activation 

• Output layer: fully-connected layer with 14 units (corresponding to the number of possible 

actions) and softmax activation 

Q and Critic networks: 

• Hidden layer 1: fully-connected layer with 128 units and rectified linear unit activation 

• Hidden layer 2: fully-connected layer with 128 units and rectified linear unit activation 

• Output layer: fully-connected layer with 14 units for the Q network and a single unit for the 

Critic network and linear activation for both  

A major challenge in the DRL implementation is that the action space  is not constant because after 

repairing each pipeline, the corresponding action becomes ineffective at the next time step. Two approaches 

are explored when implementing the models. For the DQN agent, no constraints are imposed on the action 

space at each time step. Instead a negative reward is introduced to punish the selected illegal action. For the 

DAC agent, a filter is added to the output distribution from the actor by removing the illegal actions and 

renormalizing the distribution by  

( )
( )

( )
'

|
' |

'|
La

a s
a s

a s







=


 (17) 

where ( )' |a s  is the adjusted legal policy, L  is the legal action space at state s.  

3.3 Framework  

A general framework for implementing the proposed DRL methodology, which incorporates the seismic 

hazard model for obtaining the shaking intensity and initial damage is illustrated in Fig. 4. The main steps 

are as follows: 
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Step 1. Damage simulation: simulate a representative number of possible damage cases to the WN 

using a suite of earthquake scenarios. 

Step 2. Model training: starting from each damage case as the initial state of the environment, let the 

DRL agent learn by interacting with the environment for multiple episodes.  

Step 3. Obtain repair policy: after training is complete, given a damage case of interest, the model 

outputs the optimal repair sequence and the associated restoration curve. 

 

Fig. 4 – General framework for DRL model implementation 

4. Case Study on a Hypothetical Water Network 

In this section, a case study is performed where the DRL methodology is applied to the hypothetical water 

distribution network shown in Fig. 5, which has been used several prior studies [4, 26, 27].  

 

Fig. 5 – Hypothetical water distribution network (adapted from [4, 26, 27]) 

The hypothetical water distribution network consists of 14 distribution pipelines. Therefore, the 

number of possible damage cases is 214-1=16383. For this evaluation, a single repair team is assumed.  

random sample of damage cases is first generated, and the agents are trained using multiple episodes for each 

damage case. In this study, 1200 damage cases are used for the DQN agent and 1000 cases for the DAC 

agent. The number of episodes per case is set at 50. Once the training is completed, the performance of the 

agent is evaluated and compared with a “random” agent, i.e., an agent with no knowledge that selects a 

random pipeline to repair at each step. In this paper, the evaluation is performed on all possible (16383) 

cases. This evaluation does not require an earthquake ground motion simulation model. It simply compares 

the relative performances of the DRL agents and random agent starting from any initial damage state of the 

water distribution system. 

4.1 Evaluation results 

Fig. 6 presents the evaluation results for the DRL and random agents considering all possible cases, where 

the light grey lines are the restoration curves for individual cases, and the blue line presents an average 

restoration curve computed by averaging the required time to reach a given SSI level (at an increment of 

0.01). It can be shown that the restoration curves following the repair policy by the DQN agent have much 

smaller dispersion and the area under the restoration curves are all greater than half of the area of full 

functionality, i.e., exhibits a “concave” shape. The restoration curves from the DAC agent exhibit slightly 

larger dispersion than those of the DQN, which is expected since the Actor outputs a distribution over 
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actions and samples from the distribution, while DQN takes greedy actions with respect to the Q value. 

Nevertheless, the DAC has much better performance than the random agent.  

A comparison of the average performances of the three agents is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 (a) presents 

the result given by averaging the required time to reach a given SSI level. On average, the performance of 

the DAC is similar to DQN. The average time required to recover to full serviceability following the policy 

from the DRL agents are approximately 5 days, while 6 days are needed on average when following the 

random agent policy. Despite the small difference in terms of absolute values (because of the small network), 

the average recovery time for the random agent is approximately higher than the DRL agents. Fig. 7 (b) 

presents the restoration curves computed by averaging the SSI at specific time-points after damage has 

occurred. The average SSIs achieved following the DQN and DAC are much higher than the random agent 

case. It is worth noting that, since this is a small network, the “worst” restoration curve for any damage case 

is not expected to be much different from the “best” one. 

Fig. 6 – SSI-based restoration curves for all possible damage cases: (a) Deep Q Network; (b) Deep Actor 

Critic; and (c) Random Agent 

Fig. 7 – Results from all possible cases: (a) average days required to achieve a given SSI level; (b) average 

SSI achieved at a given day 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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The proposed method using the Deep Q Network can be applied to small to moderate-sized networks 

and when the number of repair teams is relatively small, since the Q network needs to evaluate the value of 

all possible actions at a given state. For a WN with L pipelines and K repair teams, the output dimension of 

the Q network is 
L

K

 
 
 

, thus the computation could become intractable when L and K become large. In 

general, the actor critic model structure would be a more suitable choice when scaling to a large discrete 

action space. 

4.2 Sensitivity analysis of the training scheme 

Fig. 8 presents a sensitivity analysis, where the horizontal axis is the number of random damage cases 

sampled for training, and the vertical axis is the proportion of DQN outperforming the random agent in the 

16383 test cases. The blue solid line represents the performance of the DQN agent trained using different 

numbers of training cases with 50 episodes per case. As shown in Fig. 8, the proportion of the DQN winning 

generally increases with the number of training cases at the beginning and reaches the highest point (85.4%) 

corresponding to 1200 training cases, then starts decreasing. Additionally, fixing the number of training 

cases at 1200, if the number of episodes is increased to 100 (the red starred point), the winning proportion of 

the DQN becomes 75%.  

The following interpretation of the results presented in the previous paragraph is offered. In the DQN 

model, the key component is the deep neural network, which approximates the Q value of a given state-

action pair. As a general principle for statistical models, there is a need to strike a balance between bias and 

variance. Consider the situation where the agent trained with 1200 cases and 50 episodes per case reach a 

stable point (e.g., a local optima). If the agent is trained using additional cases, the stochastic exploration 

mechanism of the agent (mentioned in Section 2.2) now adds noise to the near-optimal policy of the agent, 

thus increasing the variance in the estimation. On the other hand, if the number of episodes is increased to 

100 (fixing number of training cases to 1200), the Deep Q network overfits on each case, which adds bias to 

the estimation. Using 1200 cases and 50 episodes per case achieves a reasonable trade-off between bias and 

variance.  

 

Fig. 8 – Sensitivity analysis on the number of training cases and episodes 

5. Conclusion 

This study explores the application of the deep reinforcement learning methodology to address the challenge 

of post-earthquake repair scheduling for water distribution systems. The Markov Decision Process is adapted 

to define the restoration process. A system model is constructed using the Water Network Tool for 

Resilience (WNTR) package and used to perform real-time hydraulic analysis. The network model is then 

embedded in a customized reinforcement learning environment written using the OpenAI gym platform. 
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Two types of deep reinforcement learning algorithms, namely Deep Q Network (DQN) and Deep Actor 

Critic (DAC) are adopted to learn the near optimal repair policy by interacting with the water network 

environment. A general framework for applying the deep reinforcement learning methodology is proposed 

which can be extended to large water networks while incorporating scenario-based earthquake simulation. 

The proposed methodology is applied to a hypothetical network consisting of 14 pipelines. During the 

model training phase, 1200 and 1000 damage cases are randomly sampled from the entire space (16383 

damage cases) for the DQN and DAC agents respectively, and 50 episodes are considered in each case. The 

trained model is then evaluated on all possible damage cases for the water network and compared with an 

agent that has no knowledge and employs a random assignment policy of repair actions. Evaluation results 

demonstrate that the deep reinforcement learning agents successfully learn better repair policies than the 

random assignment policy, both in terms of application across a wide range of damage scenarios and the 

average performance. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to explore the influence of the number of cases and 

episodes per case used for training on the performance of the DQN-based DRL agent. It was determined that 

using 1200 training cases and 50 episodes per case results in the best performance.  

As one of the initial applications of the deep reinforcement learning methodology in the decision 

making of water network systems, this study shows its capability to support decision making and enhance 

infrastructure resilience. Nevertheless, there remain several limitations that need to be addressed in future 

studies. The proposed framework is evaluated on a simple hypothetical water network for demonstration 

purposes and only pipeline damage and a single repair team are considered. Evaluations on larger networks 

should be performed with realistic consideration of the possible damage states, number of repair crews and 

repair time. In addition, theoretical modifications of the proposed Actor Critic model need to be carefully 

studied to further enhance its scalability for restoration decision making on large water networks and other 

infrastructure systems.  
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